1. The opération of homomorphic replication (first introduced in [13] ) has been used in se ver al recent papers, [3, 4, 5, 17, 19, 26, 27 ] to characterize a variety of classes of languages arising naturally in different situations -machines, grammars, string relations, complexity classes, etc. For example, the class of finite reversai checking automaton languages is the closure of the regular sets under homomorphic replication and also the closure of the regular sets under itération of controls on linear context-free grammars [17, 19] . The class of recursively enumerable languages is the smallest class of languages containing the regular sets and closed under intersection and homomorphic replication [3] ,
The opération of substitution and some of its extensions and restrictions (such as nested iterated substitution [20] , iterated substitution [2, 31] , and insertion [21] ) have also proved usefuL For example, the class of dérivation bounded languages is the substitution closure of the class of linear context-free languages [14] .
Both substitution and homomorphic replication are syntactic operators in the sense that, if jSf is a full semiAFL not closed under the operator, a proper hierarchy is obtained by iterating applications of the operator and if the closure 214 S. A. GREIBACH of a full semiAFL under the operator is not contained in some other full semiAFL, it cannot be contained in the corresponding AFL [21] . These are very useful properties in gaining strong results in a variety of situations without examining the details of particular machines or grammars, as shown in [15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21 and 34] . For example, from the f acts that the family of linear context-free languages is not closed under concaténation and that its substitution closure is the family of derivation-bounded (finite index) languages, one can conclude at once that the family of derivation-bounded languages is properly contained in the family of context-free languages [15] . Similarly, the fact that there are nonregular linear context-free languages allows one to conclude that iterating controls on linear context-free grammars, starting with the regular sets, produces a proper hierarchy [17, 24] , Perhaps the most impressive example of these techniques appears in Engelfriet's proof of the tree transducer hierarchy [34] , which uses duplication (a special case of homomorphic replication) and other operators.
In this paper, we compare the closure of <£ under homomorphic replication Çk r (&) ) with its closure under substitution (^(if)) for full semiAFLs if. The two opérations are strongly independent for full semiAFLs in the sensé that, if ££ is a full semiAFL closed under neither opération, Jt r {ï£) and Jl Q (££) are incomparable.
Turning to # r (if), the least full AFL containing <£ and closed under homomorphic replication, we find a different situation. 2. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of automata and formai languages as found, for example, in [10] or [30] . Some of the concepts that are most important for this paper are reviewed hère and notation is established.
NOTATION: For a string w,\w\ dénotes the length of w. For a finite set S, #S dénotes the number of members of S. The reversai w R of a string w is the string For wel*,
Intuitively, an a-transducer is a nondeterminstic one-way finite state transducer with accepting states ; output is "légal" only when the machine is in an accepting state.
We shall use the fact that every full semiAFL is closed under a-transducer mapping and, more strongly, is characterized by union and a-transducer mapping [11, 12] . That is, for any family of languages jSf, containing at least one nonempty language, are a-transducers} and for a language L,
Further, restriction to 1-bounded a-transducers causes no loss in power [12] . Properties of semiAFLs and AFLs can be found in [11, 12] ; a-transducers are also described in [7] . DÉFINITION: A substitution x on a finite alphabet Z takes each a in S into a language x (a). We extend x to words by x (e) = { e} and x (xy) = x (x) x (y) and to We let REGL dénote the family of regular languages and CF the family of context-free languages. Two useful facts about substitutions are that substitution (and nonerasing substitution) are associative on semiAFLs [e. g., ^xà = (^1à^2)à£e 3 \ and that for any family of languages if, ) = REGLàJk(<£) [11, 12, and 22] .
3. In this section, we establish the strong independence of substitution and homomorphic replication using "syntactic lemmas" akin to those in références [15] through [21] , which state that languages of certain forms can only be built up in certain ways.
The first syntactic lemma echoes example 3 .1 of [21] , the example on p. 27 of [20] and lemma 4.4 of [18] . It is similar to the "copying" theorems in [2, 8 and 9] ; a close relative appears in [33] . Then L 3 is in S£ and so L = L 2 uL 3 is in if.
• Lemma 3 .1 enables us to say that substitutions cannot "help" in building up certain types of homomorphic replications. 
. cw tk \w in A } is in ^# c (if) if and only ifit is in if, and ifS£ is afull semiAFL, L is in a(^) if and only ifit is in &.
Proof: The language L has property (*) of lemma 3.1, since for any xyz in L either y contains at least two c's and uniquely détermines x and z or else x contains at least one c and uniquely détermines yz or z contains at least one c and uniquely détermines xy. For a semiAFL if', Ji' G (^) can be obtained from S£ by repeated nonerasing if-substitutions and M G (J£) by repeated <£-substitutions. But lemma 3 .1 tells us that if L is not in if', this will not suffice to obtain Lin^a(L)or,if if isalready afull semiAFL, toobtain L in J% a (L).
• [3] . We discuss this in the next section.
4. We first establish the closure of # r (REGL) under substitution. The only construction needed already appears in [13] , in the proof that S£ v is a full semiAFL whenever if is a full semiAFL. We excerpt the basic idea as lemma 4.1. [7, 12] , and #F x = 1. Further, since wordsin v uS (L 3 )contain at most 4(2* -1) bracket symbols in a row, by using the states to rearrange transitions we can assume that M x gives empty output on bracket symbols (i. e., H 1 contains no transitions (p, \j, w, q)or(p, J, w, q) withiü^e),hasnoeinput rules ((p, e, w, q)) initially, terminally or in between bracket symbols and is deterministic on bracket symboîs in the sense that for b in E^ -E and q in K x there is at most one p in K x with (q, b, e, p) in H x and at most one p' with {p f ,b,e,q) inHi. We shall alter L 3 and M x to obtain an a-transducer deterministic everywhere, so that we can be sure that each hj is applied to the same w.
We want to construct an a-transducer M 2 such thaï for some language L in if. We need some auxiliary définitions. Let n t be the projection on the ith coordinate of a tuple (i. e., n i (a li . . ., a n ) = a i for m^i).
For a in S u {e } , let F a be the collection of ail possible (2 s) 1 ' -tuples of members ofif o = {(4, a,u, q')\{q, a,u, a/) in H 1 };for a = e we assume that H x contains ail quadruples (g, e, e, q) for g in K x .
Let a be the homomorphism defined by g (y) = a for y in F a , a in Z u { e } . Let Finally, we need the transitions to simulate the action of M± on strings of bracket symbols which are not initial or final. These strings are of two kinds, marking transfer from one subword y of a in some v t ' t " (L 3 ) either into another subword of a in v' tt " (L 3 ) (corresponding to an application of Kleene +) or into a replicate of y. The first kind [represented in rule set (5) below] resets ail j m for m^t while the second kind [rule set (6) below] also increases7 r+x .
(5) Transitions to simulate M x on bracket strings within v f) "(L 3 ).
Let l^t^i, and let l^; m^2 nfor t + l^m^2n. 
Clearly, x(L x , L 2 ) = ^(^i) fo r tne substitution x(a) = aL 2 . We shall now define from M and L two languages L x and L 2 such that L x is in #V (REGL), L 2 is in if v <£ R , and L t c L f , i = 1, 2. Then we shall show that for words oftheform ^(a! . . . a n , w) = a 1 w . . . a n uunLwithn^2,each a i inl tl and w in L 2 , either a 1 . . . a n isïn L x ov wis in L 2 . Finally we shall be able to conclude that either
Let L ^ A* and let A k = A u {[ Js J11 ^ j ^ /c} . There are non-length-increasing homomorphisms g and h and a regular set R such that L = g{h~1 (v kj s (L)) n R) [11, 12] . Let Zi: F*->A£. Let . Now we must define L x . Let/be the homomorphism defined by ƒ {a)~a, a in 1^ and/ (a) = e, a in Z 2 . For a in Êi u {e }, let (a, i, j) be a new symbol if there is a y in h~1 (L) n ^ 7 such that ƒ (g (y)) = a, and let T be the set of ail such symbols. Extend g and h by h ((a, i,j)) = (a, i,j) and g((a, ï,j) 
Considéra word \x(a 1 . . . a n , w)\nL. . . a n splits in ji(ai . . . a B , Ï-Ü). In that case, each # could be replaced by a symbol of 7", so a x . . . a"isin L,. Ifn^2anda!. . . a n does not split in ja(ai . . . a n , M;), then for some /, a l wa l+i is a subword of some g(z k ). For some i,j, t, (i,j, zl) has property (•, t) and weAf 1 fe(z fc )) f so weL 2 .
If for each a x . . . a n in Z^ there is a w in L 2 such that a t . . . a" splits in (ajL . . . a", w), L 1 =L 1 so L 1 G«#' r (REGL). Otherwise there is a word a x . . . a n in Li with n^2 (since a! necessarily splits in \i{a x , w) üa x 
5.
If S£ is a full semiAFL, then the closure of S£ under deterministic two-way finite state transductions is FINITE. VISIT(^), the family of languages accepted by the one-way if-based preset Turing machines of [19] restricted to a finite number of visits per working tape square. (A one-way if-based preset Turing machine has a one-way input tape and one working tape preset to words in L for some L in S£.) If we restrict the number of reversais rather than visits of We shall now show that, if if is closed under substitution but not homomorphic replication, these containments are always proper. Since FINITE. VISIT (if) is closed under substitution for any substitution closed full semiAFL if', this follows from theorem 4.7 when i£ is not contained in # r (REGL).
It remains to show that # r (REGL) is property contained in FINITE. VISIT (REGL). We do so by showing that, although FINITE. VISIT (REGL) does have stronger itérative properties than those established in [19] , the itérative properties of # r (REGL) are still stronger.
First we show that if a generalized Ogden's lemma [29] holds for a full semiAFL if', it does so for $ T (<£). We call a language for which a generalized Ogden's Lemma holds a strongly itérative language. We call L strongly itérative if it is strongly fc-iterative for some k^ 1. A family of languages is strongly itérative if each of its members is strongly itérative.
The property of being strongly itérative is preserved by homomorphic replication and by substitution. The next lemmas generalize results in [13,17,19, 24 and 25] , and are similar to results in [35] for a slightly different property, "locally linear"
